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On Sf.turday,. ...June 1,' l1"n
a cave ~rea.well ..to the'north
of 1:he "usual"
}It St Helens caves, previously visited by' Bill Reese and Jan.
A<xG:npanyingus '~'as Joan Crysdale, wh9.a~lUt~.y~cJ.
the dream of "fl!ery, Ilorlcetcaver:"
-lamid.a new'.cave •. '.~. (" ,:: ..:'" ,,!,y ....
'.,.t.'
\;'~' .,

:.;:,.,d ..::" ..:;. " ....

The

are in the rough, brushy area west and some'vhat north ofthe;:St"'Helehs~;
'!.'J:i;.-H, '2..:.'!d
\-lell to. th~ lncrth Sf Ithe McB~id~'
Lake road •. It'vouldbe
eJttremely ..
c.';.f:?icd t. to .locate th6'~' Without ,~theas's!i~'tanc'e of "som;one familiar
witli'the ax'ea•. '
~::<::t~~.~~oL.thelack o'f'time, 'n~ 'm~PP'i~gor ro~'asU:rin:g"'''3..8. ac:complished' 'abOve 'or '. "
:';:.c';.r c:co.• Urid.)'.:.
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in a. scmeVJh~t.,sinplll3.nlinc11in 'a'lava"fl:ow'wi.th
solhe' '.' .
"\1.~~"did'hot,' en~.e~,:,.th~~:l:o:w:est:
ImowIl'cave;'olf thisgroup:~') located
,~~.::..::.:;,:::mth end"'O!f':ai'very''1arge
sink~-"-" Jari reported that it consists of a single
-:;1L':;:i'i:.c:;: abc-ut 50 feet long, containing breakdown so dangerous he thinks it should not
c." f.'fli:S:;:'d. agd.n.
5 bats were present at the time cf that visit.
For ..the ..rec~u;d,.;
"Ii"
~.::; :;_.>;!t it as Breakclo'i,n Cave.
...' '; ':.' ..

'Ck" c:tves cccour in sinks
~":.:.[:._:-
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Ten feet up,slop~;.J,'t!~
C:~ye.• tIle next north (upslop,~), "is ..tiny:.but :beatitiful.
F:_~:,'.ked by a red la-;;i, ;~'eal; '.tW:eU:tyfeet downslope from the enterance, 'by a black.','

r~'):;:;

L'.')'.'t ::;(;::11. Moss ari1'?~mallferils,g;r:ow: ;i:itl,.;pr.ofusionin the twilight zone. A .
Spiderwebs are
g>:yJ.:!.'Jblattid ",-as coll€~ted beneath a rod< in the enterance sink.
present,
and.<Jan fonnd a tat here on his P::-CV::'OU3 trip.
Th~ next'cave upslcp~ ",as n2,;"'!led
Ra:L1:.:.~o3.d Track Ce.ve, b~C!1.U2E: of its pr~J:l~+p~.i::t~~ure:'.'
t"JO se-:s of tl:in lC'.teral crusts \'Jluch meq;;e farther do-..'Ilits 100 foot cC)1irse",;!~Finally,
the fused crust,s L'.crge to form a tube in tuee Khich blocks farther penetratiori.
..
This is an e},ceptional feature.
~he upper c~d Gf the cave is blocked by ,a black
Ferns and moss are als~ prc::;:~~
~i..~e~'~~.,':_\~/,i>":::'
_.:':C:._ > .i/:~';. ': ::\\':,-!\,"/: .. :';:;:i .,/,('):::';

lav2.. seal.

j

,I

'I'!l8 next two caves u:?slope qrpe:tr t:) be 'partS-- of a small distribtltory
c.o~!ex, ;t~:::-".~.;
r.~',;-seper~ted. by lava .s,~ats! "::l,~,~R;r-A~clS~(n-fJ1l.;,ll,The.i:1"lR~i1JtfQ~~s,:lire!
'about;1S"Yeet
C'.P?!:,t, wh.1ch 1S less thail"'thelength
of the pass~gc extending f~om ~,r.ch CCiye,to~~~?
Supris~ Cave. The latt~r is th,B 10.1y:e;r
and,f:;.hB\,m.ore.
compJitx of.'the: 'tWo.' A narrow'
:,.. p~t, ,~pen:~ b~ Jan' p~e~o,~~.'
~y; ie'a.d.S..:.t~'..the main p2.ssag.~.~~.~.~~.T-?Ct~?dsnorthward
• _"b
....
u", lO~l fe~", c.ppa:r;~ny])r ,.r'19f.,A~-9h,.G.c.\Vel:,.
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j;::;:V' HT ST HElENSCAVEGROUP(cont;in,ued)
~Ile do,mflow lead extends a lesser, distance,
past multiple points of piracy of a re~
la7a flow, to a spacious chamber into which two confluent small tubes lead from the
northeast.
Neither is penetraple for more ,than a few yards;
one is blocked by a
flo,,, overlaying
pahoehoe.
.' ,:Leading south from the east,ern tube is the cralway
in talus into the "Sleeping \.,roman'' ,Room,which ,,,e did not attempt.
4

He:"rby Arch Cave was so tenned for the beautiful little
arch fonned by a very short
Uf])er level at the entrance.
Because of an overhanging drop of 15 - 20 feet into the
upper end of this cave, we visited only the lower end, which consists of a single
tube some hundred feet long, containing a magnificent red lava tongue.
This cave
probably lies a little
east of Suprlse Cave.
It tenninates by a black tumulus.,
Some 200 feet farther north is a prominent entrance to a short cave with two
leading north about 50 feet, and-according:to
Janabout th~ same distance
On the east wall of the entrance sink is an unusually fine example of a lava
almost in full dail;ight.;
( Themwhat says there ain?t no stlch animal, please
This was nam~d Laya Sp~~ng C~ve.,
,c;till farther

.

#

levels
south.
spring,
go see.)

up the flow,' well up a considerable slope, is a round sink about: 20 feet. '
Jan reported a short passage leading downslope.

::,l~ diameter and depth.

jl,t this point, we headed n~rth, thenw~st,
seeking some sin'ks' visible on aerl.ill photos;,
~:;:lt app~rent:ly we.did not: go. far enough.
Hhile'returning
to,.iard the McBride Lake
r,::c..d,which;we struck abou,t:,! mile .farther ,,,est, J<;>anfound a small hole which led
:,l1tO
a stoopway chamber about 15 feet in diameter followed by a crawhvay some 50 feet
~(_::'r;.g) relatively
free ..of flow marks - not unexpected in this shallow small. tube.
graphs ,,,ere also:-::t~i(.eh,',
:t1'1-.theupper section of Little Red River Cave,; where
_,.:arks have been Yery drastically
changed by recent logginga.nd blowdown. .
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C,':":'211 Charlo;tte City
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Namechange from Dina Turco
change of address:
Alaska
Highway, Canada
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StQ:phen Knu~kbh;""
6904 S \V' Canyon Crest Dr.,:
Portland 1, Oregon .

PJ:ACENAHES
ONTHENORTHERN
HALFOF VANCOUVER
ISLAND
J.,imeCreek

"t'ribut~ry'of
:

Harble River
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•.
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the Zeballos River; north of Nootka Island

long .river:::two

:::"iT!1,cstone
Island

lakes/Pat

in Otter Cove, just

and Alice;

,east of Quartzil'l:e.

,..:""',--

,

e

east of Johnstone Strai..t ~d Discovery Pa'sSflJ'I",

. Mo.UNT
ADAMS
TRIP REPCRT

by Maryalice

York

Ice CaveCampgroun.:':was the base for'Dr Don Holliday,
Jim Montg~lle'ry,
Van York,Luurt
Niewe~uis,
Maryalice;York,
,~QmDryden. and .Wilma DrYden,:who went on the scheduled trip over the 'June 22 ,~',2)rd weekend.
':
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Arriving
the campgroimds
around"):)o. A. M., the group iI!JIllediately
went into tpe ;cave, where lessiee'
was .noted, than had been seen on an '
August, tJ:'ip'oftwo
years' ago~.
/'

Later Saturday morning, on\ the way'to
made to Spearhead Cave.

Dynamited. ,Cave,

a

'~'hort~xcursibn

was

I

•

.Jim Montgomery w:as unable t,o make the entrance to Dynamited, so he spent the
day ex,Plodti'g the':surtoundi'rig'
atea 'and t~\!J.ng to, people about caves.
Jim was told' that":'thieepersons'
in one 'party. ;wer~,kii,led'in
Dynamited' Ca"Ve',,', .. ,
as the result
of improper' and insufficient
equipmen~,.::;',
"
'
:,," ,,'
'[;;<:';
Rope ladders were used at the 12 foot drop
Belaying was done as needed.
The men were
'e;q~~P¥1~nt, to safely make their way around
a~cl;:p~e: ba,ck, to. the: Bubble' Room where the

and at the 40 foot drop.
unable, due ;\ic,lack ,Qf
the top
thf:/,O'foot
drop,
distaff
memp~rswere waiting.
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Don Ho11id,ay, Tom Dryden,: :iind:Van 'York made. a ;trip
, un,der the'12
foot drop. '
".
: i,'
:~:i •.' ;.

.•

into
"

:1'

'

the' passage
.;;.,',.

... :i'

:;: ,
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.Cn ~1lIlda.y",New Cave was entered.
About Jl5ths
of, the way;,in" part of a;'
Chiroptera ,'s,keletonwas 'found.
About. loa 'yaJ!'ds past this, 'about 2a.'rbdent
skelE!ltonswere
found.' ';:tt 'ls believed
thatthese:,ro'dents
had tUzrneled"d6wn'
from, above.' "';.r 'Samples' 'Of,iyellow and,white
slime were,t¥en
from .New Cave ,>
at the )/5ths
way mark.
Don Holliday added w~ter sampl~s,frortlboth
New Cave and Dynamited Cave to his collection
for an~ysis.
Many soda;str-aw
like formations
were noted, rangeing in lenght from one to seven inches.
in New Cave.
Dry Creek cave was visited
with members using two different
exits.
Don Holliday and Jim Mpntgomery followed the system above ground.
Many pictures

were taken

on the trip

with

the slide

A Forest Service "ad was used on the return
to 18) versa )0.0, but little
time was saved.

trip

se-ries
to Seattle,

project

in mind.

cutting

Forest Service Maps of the MoUnt Ad~ns area,. showing all corrections
have been furnished
to, the Grotto and will be available
to members.

the mileage

for

196),

COPIES OF FEATUREARTICLEAVAlIJ03LE

.

•

,

Additional
copies of this months feature' article
"Concerning The Clayish-Slimy
Formations Termed Vermicular"
are available
to interested
persons and agenc,l~s .•
no cha:rge.
(Please
send a stampedj, self-addressed
envelope: however. )'.
So far as this Grotto has been able to determine;' this is the first
technical
paper on this p~J:lo~non ... published
in the United States.
Special thB.nks must
be given to Mr. Rodolfo Musco for his efforts
to make this ,J:"eport available.

ICE CAVETRIP REPORTBy Bob Ashworth.
On May11th, '1963, two friends and I 'd~~~~"-t~;"A~~1~{I6'~Ca~eWhere:'~~-'~:sp~t'£he"::~ight.
The neKt day,. ~aYZ:t.:l-2th:,..
we:~t:,doWfi,;int<:1-A.rnoldin which, recently, stairs. have,.been
built, and,notedthat:
since, -January':5, 1963,.thecice. has .built up on the floor
about three inches.:' ,.Next,'we want to ..lillok:for.,the,.caves.that
Steve Knutson
reported in the April, 1963 issue of ;the Cascade Caver on the north slope' of
Lava Top Butte.
. \~e;fouhd~;a'SIlla11ice' cav~fonrthe: north ..side.ofthe
butte, (about
200 feet long)~ '"Thecavedidnot'
..fitthe
description given"by Steve Knutson in the
Cascade Caver.
There were two or three inches of m~lt water~m the tmp'of the, ice
and we found old animal bones in the cave.
This could possibl~ be the sam;e cave
that Steve fotmdarit,
could possibly ,be'a:'differentone.'
" ~'."
..
Printersinote'.
,"
.:...,
....' ":'."'"
;"..:::' '.
::;!
"
Herman, the friendly; rnultilith:..thathas
been"printingthe
'6aver.;for the past se:ver'al
months, ha:s:goneoff:on a sumtile:r.:.
vacation,,\$o::y,~u ,are: just goin~ to have to put up.
\vi th this messey and misspelled' mimeograph' sheet ,fora mont,h.•..::;.
JAF
....

..•.. ..
'

1964 CONVENTION:
NE\v:'BRl'HNFELS.
TEXAS".
The National Board Of,Directors,at'~h~
~~eting:i~st.F~bru~ry,
s~lected Ne\vBraunfels.
Texas as the site for the 1964 Convention. This carries out the policy of meeting
in the east and.:the. west in alte.p1ate years.","NewBraunfelsis.located
on the .southeastern edge of the Balcones Escarpment of the Edwards Plateau about 30 miles from
San Antonio add 50 miles from Austin.
The population is 15,000.:- but hotel capacity
is quite adequate::.as well: as .excelent, ..c~ground facildi.ties.,;
-They say, ltmunerous
including Natural Bridge Caverns, the
local caveslt and' pr.omise,'several.:.field.,trips
states largest cave,:r and. onel,to,'-Bustartlente~:Mexico:i. Mr -JamesEstes will be'
convention chairman.' - . He, is'iSec=Tr.es of.:the Texas' Speleological:Associa'tion,
w.'1d Secretary of:'the;Abi.1ene;:Gr-ottD,~'.' ',.
' ;'.;'
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PIETRO

PARENZAN

CONCERNING

THE CLAYISH~SLIMY

FORMATIONS

TERMED VERMICULAR

International sympos1um of Speleology
Varenna (Lake of Como), Italy
3~6 October

1960

From Memoria V della Rassegna Speleologica
Italiana
translated by
Rodolfo Musco and Francis X. Connelly, edited by William R. Halliday
j
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During recent speleological meetings certain scholars have pointed
out characteristic clayish formations noticed on walls and ceilings
of some caves and have formulated some hypotheses about their orig-

.

'

1n8.

The subject s~ems interesting, not only because the genetic factors
still are not completely known--and indubitably they must be many
in relation to the variety of the formations about which we are
speaking in their macroscopic aspects--but also because they are
discovered in various caves.
They have been found particularly in
Italy, in southern caves, and also in coastal caves whose origins
are connected with the sea (Zinzulusa Cave, Puglie, etc.)
These formations. _improperly named II clayish vermicu,lar formations"
with respect to KyrleVs class1f1catlons ought to belong, 1n my
opinionp to a third group~
mixed, because although they are mostly
allochthonous deposits
they havei a+ least in part, character of
autochthonous deposits.
In fact, Ky~'.Ledefines deposits in this
way~
•

'"

'"

J

~

'

'.

j

AUTOCHTHONOUS DEPOSITS:
1) of physical origin as waters of internal condensation; ice from freezing of waters of condensation;
rocky sediments caused by landslip or by internal splitting, etc.;
2) of chemical origin as crystalline concretions. concretions of
soldering, moon milk concretions;
3) of biological origin as veils of the subterranean bacterial
activity; ferrobacteria; sulphobacteria
etc.
j

ALLOCHTHONOUS DEPOSITS:
They include water corning from the outside:
water of subterranean streams and lakes; snow and ice; water-borne
gravels, sands, slime and clays (red earth, bauxites); pyroclastic
material of hydric and aeolian transportation;
sands and dust of
aeolian deflation; coarser gravels and sediments of glacial transportation; vegetal and animal organic remains (coprolites. phosphatic earthsj guano. ossiferous breccias), etc.
(Anelli, 1959).
In fact, these formations are internal, with material of both internal and external origin, and the genetic factors also belong to
both groups:
external and internal.

-l~

Anelli, in one of his recent works (1957-59), in the chapter
about fill deposits, did not mention these formations, not even
among the "clayish-slimy concretions" and among deposits of internal degradation.
He did not mention in any way the of tenused words "leopard hide" and "vermicular formations".
Martel, in his description of the Grand Aven de Canjuers in
France, pointed out for the first time some worm-like formations
that he called "clayish ribbons".
Jeannel and Recovitza pointed out similar formations in the Rumanian cave "Pestarea mare de la Soronista", expressing the opinion
that those ought to be attributed to dropping of water on levigated rock walls.
'-

Also Gortani mentioned formations of the same kind in the caves
of the Marches in eastern Italy~ and in the Postumia Caves, one
of the largest caves in northern Italy near the Yugoslavian borders.
Geze, in Renault's report,
Rochefort cave in Mayenne,

mentioned
France.

vermicular

formations

in

Marchetti calls the vermicular formations "leopard hide".
Perna
and Pozzi describe types completely differing from place to place
in the Grotta del Fiume.
They, however, could not identify a common characteristic aspect of the phenomenon in relation to their
location.
Those authors described these formations:
"They are
clayish ribbons, reddish, brown or yellowish, containing much water
and can be removed-by a touch of a finger.
They are often interlinked while at other times they appear as rounded and isolated
maculations."
Perna and Pozzi (1959) say that some particular aspects "give the
idea of worm-eating," and that .others •••"give the idea of tiger
hide more than leopard hide".
In the Cave of Castel Lueghi (Istrian Peninsula), the same authors
have found, as in the Cave of the Holy Virgin of Frasassi, in the
Grotta Bella and in the Grotta Sulfurea, some vermicular formations .,."that would merit more study."
They have also found similar deposits in the "Pont Niv" or "Native Bridge", the upper branch
of the Cunardo Cave in the Province of Varese, in the Ladin Dolomites.
"They look mostly like half-ellipsoid
spots; about 1-1.50
em. long, and are mostly located on concretional deposits on walls
and niches.
In some points those recoverings are so thin that they
cover exactly the form of the greatly eroded, sub-standing wallo
Some spots are covered with a very thin veil of calcite •• oare always of a great interest because they are the only ones known in
Lombardy and are among the very few of this kind found in Italy."
Jeannel and Recovitza have defined
ish vermiculations"
("vermiculures

-2-

a type of formation
argileuses").

as "clay-

From a genetic point of view9 Jeannel and Recovitza are of the
opinion that these formations, in their different aspects, have
to be considered due "to dropping of water on vertical walls";
but Perna and Pozzi do not think that this explanation is sufficient for those formations that are "on non-vertical walls or even
on ceilings of tunnels, where drops of water have a tendency to
drip instead of flowing along the \-Tal1s
0" The same authors believe that Renault's hypothesis is more appropriate~ if not sufficient~
They believe that it is a residual product of decalcification deposited near networks of tiny fractures, and they compare these formations with those figures that appear on certain
c~ment-manufactured
articles that .eo"are constituted of calcium
cdr'bonate corning from the carbonation of free lime-mortar contained in cement that is left as a deposit in holes of retir'ement."
}OL':rl:?.-::ions
of this type have been attributed by Marchetti (1950)
,~lso to sulphur water, but Perna and Pozzi point out that in the
caves studied by them there is.a lack of sulphur water.
They
postulate "many other factors, as humidity of atmosphere (vermiculations are found on walls covered with little drops of condensed
water), air currents, variations of temperature, gas dissolved in
the atmosphere, etc. Ii
ror,
At this point there are three questions that arise from the examination of these formations~
a) their nature, meaning their constitution; b) their morphological structure, that gives the characteristic various macroscopic aspects; c) their genesise
Regarding their nature, all thefo~mations
of this kind observed
by me in different southern caves are constituted neither of products of decalcification
nor of any other chemico-genetic
process,
but simply of material transported from the overburden, from material that fills niches, crevices, stratifications,
etc., often mixed
with surface material transported by draughts, bat guano and sand
and bits of debris carried by waters.
An exceptional field of research about this subject that I have
the pleasure to put to the scholars 1 disposition, is represented
by the Experimental Subterranean Biological Station' of Naples,
founded by me many years ago in the caves and holes under Naples.
The "nursery station" is a room covered with "opus .reticutalum"
of volcanic tufa that was part of the "cavea" of a Roman Theater
built about 20 centuries ago.
Its walls and ceiling are ,almost
entirely covered by clayish-slimy formations, of the kind known
as "leopard hide".
It is not a calcarean cave, and we cannot
talk, then, of calcification.
The material of clayish-slimyformations~
of a dark brown color,
examined through the microscope, is of nothing else but. heterogeneous material, containing the same elements contained in the
ceiling earth.
Also present are fungus elements, some protozoic
cysts, etc,
I also founds in a preparation, some hooks attributable to cestodes of a microtenia (Echinococcus).

For my observations which agree also with observations of similar
material found in various natural caves, let us go back to the
hypothesis of Jeannel and Recovitza.
I found that on non-vertical
surfaces and on the ceiling of caves, water can move without having
necessarily to drop from the ceiling, depending on humidity, saturation of the overburden, condensation and surface variations.
Also, the heterogeneousness
of materials that may contain elements
of varying weight and thickness may be addeq to the different factors that determine the formation of clayish earthy of these clayishslimy structures.
I would like to point out that I was able to reproduce some vague
similar formations experimentally.
I used a glass ceiling, covered
with a mixture of earth, sand, cement and sawdust, and I produced
specified vibrations as a substitute for the hypothetical natural
effects of air.
Also I allowed little veins of water to flow on
the prepared glass and they made similar formations, even if--as
is natural--they were not so clear-cut as those formed naturally,
through long periods of time under the action of complex factors
not entirely known.
Nevertheless, among the factors that enter
without doubt in the genesis of this phenomenon, "water droppings"
have a primary importance, following Jannel and Recovitza, because
without them the other factors could not have a way to be developed.
The theories and hypothesis formulated about the genesis of these
formations are four:
biological (which cannot be true); as a deposit of transportation
(including also aeolic deposits); as an '"
in- situ produb(' of' corrosion; an'(j'-,
finally~ -:
as a 'fo'ssildepos.it-.-')
this last case this filling up ought to be the remains of an
older and more complete filling of the cave.
The described case
of the Subterranean Station of Naples, however, breaks down this
hypothesis, because from the time of its formation to the present
time the local has never been ~ filled up with clay or earth, nor invaded afterwards by water.
~
"

In

{,

According to Renault, a formation "in 5i_tu" produced by corrosion
of waters of infiltration which had perspired through microholes
could explain some cases.
But this could not be applied to vermiculations which are found on stalagmitic casts.
The nature of the substratum of these formations of
mitic limestone should force us, following Renault,
the existence of phenomenona of substitution if the
as ribbons or spots, were not in contrast with this

pure or stalagto investigate
~tudied forms,
interpretation.

Seeing superficially the nature of the material and of the phenomenon, and considering the different opinions about the genesis
of these formations, I believe that what we know better are the
different aspects of this phenomenon.
I think it is better to
put together these aspects in a scheme of classification as it is
usual to do in similar cases.
In fact, these deposits have different forms.

-4-

In southern caves I could find the types mentioned by the different authors, in formations that go from macular formations to
thick and bubbled ones and more or less -thin and sketched ones;
from the hieroglyphic-like
formations to those which are dendritic, and from the interli~fed linear form to the irregular reticulum, etc.
o.

,
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Renault has tried to tabulate
of two families, as follows:
FAMILIES
I.

II.

Fluoform
ulations

types of vermiculations

FORMS OF CORROSION
a)

Vermic-

Structural vermiculations

different

.

.

.;

vermiculations
of corrosion- of
saharian rocks.

.a )- Stilolytes.
b) Alveolar vermi.:..
culations

FORMS OF DEPOSIT
b)

vermiculations
of calcite.

c)

manganese dendrites.
clayish vermiculations

d)

The character of genetic ordeI:'common to these formations: consists,
according to Renault, of a slow and reduced water alimentation.
Both corrosional and depositional forms show well ~he aspectsoi
vermiculations,
considering, however, also the formations opposed
to these forms of caves--i.e., the vermicular and alveolar furrows
frequent in calcareous surface rocks.
I desire, to present a classification merely for forms of cavern
deposits that cannot be all included under the d) letter of Renault's
tabulation, because not all of them seem "vermicular".
In fact,
macular or blistered formations frequently do not have a vermicular
aspect.
For this reason I believe that all these formations may be
classified as follows:
1st group:
CLAYISH-SLIMY
MACULATIONS

1)
2)
3)
4)

Point-like maculae
Placoid maculae
Blistered maculae
Irregular, elipsoid
maculae.

5)
6)

Large vermiculations
(leopard hide)
Linear, elongated, simple or interlacing vermiculations
(tiger hide)
Hieroglyphic-like
vermiculations
Dendrite-like vermiculations

or elongated

2nd group:
CLAYISH-SLIMY
VERMICULATIONS
7)
8)

-5-
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This table (see fi gure) , I think, 'is useful
forms kn'c;>wn
today in an orde'red series.

to classify

all the

To concltidei up to this time there have been reported arid more.
or less adequately described 8 fundamental forms of spelean
clayish-slimy for~~tions, whose genesis still is not entirely
understobd.'
'
Nevertheless, we can ~ecognize that"at
least in the cases examined up to now, they are derivkd.fro~ materials of intern~l transfer, most likely from dropping, flowing or percolating water,
through joints, microfissures, etc,
These formations contain all
the elements that may be found in the ground overlying the cave
or in materials of old filling of niches, clefts, etc" mixed,
sometimes, with elements coming from guano.
Also considering the examined formations, we have to exclude any
chemico-genetic
factor, "giving more value to merely phy'sical
factors.
I do not think, however, that we have to exclude a
biological factor "of maintenance", at least for those cases-perhaps scarce--in which constituent materials of clayish-slimy
formations are within reach of biological elements (fungus,
bacterial and protozoan forms).
The different kinds of forma~
tions, following Prof. Parenzan's classification,
found in the
Oregon Caves are those number 2, _.,4, 5, 7 and 8.
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